Today, support organizations
needs to reorient their goals
and performance measures for
creating an effective support
environment to provide a
superlative customer experience.
But not many realize that data
accumulated during the course
of support operations holds the
key to a large number of added
efficiencies and excellence in
support and services. Efficiently
analyzing this data generated
on a large scale can be the
differentiating factor for them.
It’s time to realize that Big Data
with SMART Analytics can play a
key role in this dynamics, adding
superlative value to customer
experience and business.

S

ustainable business growth
can only be driven by a clear
strategy for a globally unified
framework that allows integration
of customer feedback with the
strategies. Competitive advantage
is easy to achieve if there is a
smart and focused sales and
service strategy at each customer
contact point. Here, a key role
can be played by the humongous
amounts of data that is being
generated continuously from
support operations. It needs to
be recognized as a priceless
asset. Big Data technologies can
play a critical role in developing
a unified approach to customer
support, by offering a hybrid
scale out, cost effective analytics
framework. The myriad value
additions that this technology
offers, is the ability to enhance a
business strategy and technology
application process with real time
business information. This can
actually be the final deciding factor
in the tech support efficiencies.
Thus, the effective use of Big
Data in analytics can be a critical
factor differentiating tech support
organizations in the market.

Data is growing exponentially
Increasingly automated processes, interconnected systems and connected
people on social media are generating mammoth amounts of customer data
every second. Online interactions add on to the data exhaust. The biggest
repository of data about the customer is with the tech support team – it gets
its inputs from wide and varied sources – telephony equipment, call and
screen-recording, CRM systems, and storage applications. Such structured
or unstructured data captured internally, along with the disparate but
intertwined data generated in the market at various customer touchpoints,
can add tremendous value to the service database. In a dynamic support
environment, it is increasing at an exponential speed, coming in faster than
ever before and a tech support can effectively monetize this, by removing the
noise out of Big Data.
An efficient Big Data technology can then help analyze this data and derive
customer insights as well as market trends and utilize this information to add
value to the support process. In a business, there really could be no better
utilzation for Big Data analytics, than its use case for providing superlative
customer experience.
However, in most cases, the tech support team does not even realize it is
sitting on a gold mine, and hence is unable to utilize it. The biggest reason
is the disparate sources of data inputs - it could be call center data, website
tracking, sales systems, and different channel touchpoints. As a result, most
tech support teams do very little to analyze their data on a large scale, even
though it fits most of the criteria for Big Data Analytics. But it is time that this
mine of business value is utilized effectively, and organizations now need to
realize that this exercise will add huge value to the Tech Support and Service,
and be a constant source of superlative experience for the customer.
An analytics-led tech support framework, backended by an efficient Big Data
strategy / technology shall be the way forward for any customer focused
organization. Issues that matter need to be prioritized, in order that most
efficient analytic processes generate the most relevant data.
The efficacy of a Big Data framework can be weighed in various ways, but
the value of its contribution can only be in terms of a satisfied customer. The
box shown on the next page, talks about some scenarios which need a proper
analytical study to help resolve basic customer issues.

• 68% of customer defection takes place because
customers feel poorly treated
(Source: TARP)

• It can cost six times more to attract new
customers than retain existing ones
(Source: “Understanding Customers” by Ruby Newell-Legner)

• A typical business hears only about 4% of its
dissatisfied customers. 96% just go away
and 91% will never come back.
(Source: “Understanding Customers” by Ruby Newell-Legner)

• For every customer who bothers to complain, 26
other customers remain silent
(Source: Lee Resource Inc)

To resolve these issues, Customer Experience
Management (CXM), can be used as a core layer for a
technology support provider’s big data strategy. Going by
these behavioral statistics, CXM should be the topmost
agenda for application of data analysis for Tech support.
It can be the core layer for a technology support provider’s
big data strategy, and simultaneously offer a compelling
business opportunity. This would then entail tech support
to focus on reducing customer churn, improving customer
lifetime value, driving customer referrals and advocacy.
In addition, the Big Data value additions will add to the
existing business value of the engagement.

Technology applications that can analyze tech support data
from Big Data sets have, in the recent past, aggregated
and analyzed data from varied sources and used it
primarily for two purposes of analytics. It is used to:
• Improve agent performance (high focus area)
• Understand customer behavior (limited focus)
However, analytics for customer experience point of
view is not merely figures and smart statistics. The need
for business is resources (or vendors) that specialize in
using technology that are specifically designed to extract
business information for real / near-real time analytics
that answer hard questions on customer interactions. In
order to derive intelligence from the complex customer
interactions, enterprises have come to recognize that
legacy data capture inadvertently conceals critical
information, which resides in silos, and it needs to
be treated like Big Data as well. To extract meaningful
information from this data, tools that work on the same
principle as business intelligence applications but serve
the purpose in a focused manner, are required. They are
functionally a hybrid of IT-friendly business intelligence
systems and traditional tech support center performanceoptimization systems, that can subject a larger corpus of
data to greater scrutiny.
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FIGURE 1 - The Big Data Analytics Framework – To enable timely business decision making

There is a constant inflow of data from customer points,
from myriad touchpoints, in varying frequencies and with
varying levels of purity. Most tech support companies
face that challenge—how to best handle huge quantities
of data and derive relevant business and customer
information from it, strong enough to become an option
of benefit. The reason is not lack of understanding;
it is the unavailability of the relevant technology.
An analytics framework that incorporates a loosely
coupled Big Data technology can manage not only the
volume and velocity of data, but also more importantly
the variety, that is increasingly dynamic due to the various
disruptive technologies being introduced. What is needed

is a whole technology layer that handles the process of
deriving information from myriad bits of data, because
unlike the times when analytics was just a backend
process, it now takes center stage as a management tool.
Apart from the obvious analysis, this data also needs
to be provisioned in a manner that will help position it
globally, and can be used as a means to understanding
the situations at customer touchpoints, in order that it
integrates into the support offerings.
So the process has to ensure that the analytical framework
sits comfortably on a suitable technology framework and
is able to manage customer experience support strategies.
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FIGURE 2 - Big Data Analytics – Infinite possibilities
Developing an action driven Big Data and analytics
framework around these parameters would serve the
purpose if it can bridge the gap that makes the difference
between customer service and informed, relevant, timely

customer support. This is the time gap between an
Intelligence Value derived out of an Event / Trigger and
corresponding Business Action.
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FIGURE 3 - Minimizing Action Distance on latency hotspots with Big Data Analytics in
Tech Support space
An adaptation from Dr. Richard Hackathorn’s - The BI Watch: Real Time to Real Value
Typically, tech support business fail to react in real time
to events that impact them. A well-defined/executed Big
data analytics strategy would help curtail/reduce the
three latency hotspots, data latency, analysis latency and
decision latency. With Big Data Analytics, a tech support
business shall have an opportunity to address these
latency hotspots across all layers of their decision making.
Intelligence from Big Data analytics can be the best data
point for adding value to the people-process-technology
focus for customer service and support. The data derived
can highlight many intelligence connects between the
customer sentiment analysis, cost strategies, and the
ways in which they can prevent leakage of revenue by
plugging in service holes.
So while Big Data is being discussed as the next magic
bunny that will set right all issues of CRM, it cannot rest
on a purely analytical format. While the technology needs
to be cutting edge, it will also need to be loosely coupled

with the processes and the people part of customer
management. It will take time to walk the thin line and
reach the objective, but if all challenges are mitigated
along the way, the walk will be a good one, leading
to the right place.
So essentially what is crucial for using Big Data
successfully to analyze and extract business intelligence
about customers, is the need to incorporate it into the
organizational level. This also helps chalk out a strategy
that takes into consideration the right technology, thus
developing a strong foundation for analytics. It also
constitutes a well-defined big data strategy that exploits
the combination of Technology and Data Science and
ensures it is usable for real life scenarios, and is scalable.
This would be an ideal situation for Analytics Framework
for Technology Support / Service space and increase
customer loyalty as well.

Conclusion
Big Data Analytics in tech support is the next big
revolution that presents infinite opportunities for
businesses, leading to superlative customer experience.
A smart action-driven Big Data Analytics strategy with a
sound technology, people, and process background can
harness this data, and transform it into deeper customer
insight which would channelize towards productivity and
efficiency, to meet customer expectations at every level,
even exceed them. There will be many opportunities to
increase revenue and cut costs, but the differentiator a
good strategy based on Big Data Analytics makes, is all
about better customer experience, much better customer
experience, that leads to the one thing that drives market
share – customer loyalty. And that’s priceless.
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